
THANK YOU FOR JOINING MY TEAM

I am grateful for you making the decision to join my Team and for being an instrumental 
part of “The Sherlock Nation” as an affiliate of Shopping Sherlock. Now way you may 
ask? This is the first of a series of “Jumpstart” instructions that will empower you and 
those you sign-up. Keep this pdf because it is intended for you to share it with your 
down-line, like I am sharing it now with you.

The Black Diamond Chuck Williams and his senior Leadership Team made up of Pete 
Hamby in Asia, Willie Davis in the Philippines and Kyle Freeman in NC, USA are 
working with Affiliate Johnny Giles, also in NC, USA to create organic social media 
funnels and to show you how to do the same. Social Media is a powerful tool to gain 
exposure for your Shopping Sherlock business and the training we are offering is 
specialized and offered selectively.

If you are on Facebook go ahead an join the Shopping Sherlock Group we have set-up 
and go through the threads to see what has been shared before;

https://www.facebook.com/groups/SaveandEarnwithShoppingSherlock/

Additionally join the Training Group as well;

https://www.facebook.com/groups/SherlockNationTraining/

Be sure you visit these WordPress sites and watch the videos and read the information 
shared on them on a regular basis as we are adding content regularly;

https://saveandearnwithshoppingsherlock.wordpress.com 

https://ChuckWilliamsSherlockNation.wordpress.com 

If you are on LinedIn join our Group and read the Threads shared regularly;

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8438341 
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THANK YOU FOR JOINING MY TEAM

If you are not on Facebook or LinkedIn then create a profile on those social media 
platforms and go ahead and create as many social media profiles as you can including 
Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, Vine, G+, YouTube and others.

On the sites listed herein we have created videos and pdf tutorials that will fast-track 
your learning curve on how to get exposure. Johnny Giles also offers services to people 
who want his help in creating platforms and tools for their Teams. It is very important 
that we support you and that you support your own Team. The Sherlock University is a 
great place to learn and our Jumpstart instructions will help you get going faster.

Your Focus: It should be on giving away the free Shopping Sherlock app using 
your invitation link www.myshoppingsherlock.com/YourID# and in telling people 
about the business. You should also invite people to learn about the business 
through call-ins, webinars and meetings hosted by your Up-line Leaders and 
others. 

How to Use Social Media: ***Do not post the same content over and over!*** This 
will get you blocked so the best way to promote is slow, steady and through the 
use of cross promotion (i.e. sharing the links of others) and through the creation 
of new rich content, videos and blogging. Join groups and connect with others 
using the “Jumpstart” strategies we share. Follow our Groups and read the 
content shared with you to create a solid social media foundation.

This content is free to share with anyone so save the pdf file and share it with others 
anytime. Also Chuck Williams, the #1 income earner with Shopping Sherlock and 
Johnny Giles the social media expert are here to assist you and your Team. We will be 
sharing new Jumpstart instructions and welcome your inquiries.

Chuck Williams
E: globalchuck@gmail.com
C: 636-734-0497 Skype: globalchuck

Johnny Giles
E: JohnnyGiles@aol.com 
C: 980-505-3079 Skype: johnnybryangiles 
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